Abstract. Despite the exponential growth in the Muslim population across the world, a large gap still exists between the number of existing customers of Islamic banking and the number of potential customers. Previous and numerous studies in the field of consumer research have demonstrated the associations among religious affiliation, religiosity, consumer life style, and consumer behavior. The current study aims to examine the role of religiosity in the adoption of Islamic banking among Muslim customers. A literature review shows mixed results regarding the role of religiosity in the adoption of Islamic banking.
Introduction
With the development trend among the global Muslim population tending to increase, the market for Islamic banking has also increased. However, unfortunately, the gap between the existing customers and potential customers served by Islamic banks is still quite large. According to the Annual Report 2016 Ernst & Young Islamic Banking Industry [1] , Islamic banks had served 100 billion consumers globally by the end of 2015. However, the potential market is estimated to be six times larger than the existing customer base. As previous studies have proven that religiosity has a significantly influence on consumer behavior in making decisions, the researchers examine the role of religiosity in the adoption of Islamic banking by potential consumers.
Literature review

Islamic Banking and Religiosity Definition
'Islamic bank' refers to a bank conducting business based on Islamic principles, without interest or other fixed rates of return, that has the characteristic of risk sharing among investors, banks, and users of funds [2] . In this study, religiosity is defined as the extent to which an individual is committed to his or her religion and religion is reflected in the individual's attitudes and behavior [3] 
Customer adoption
Adoption refers to a person's decision to become a regular user of a product; adoption is followed by a process of becoming a loyal customer [4] . The adoption process can be influenced by the following factors: consumer readiness to try new products, the personal character of the consumer, relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, divisibility or trialability, communicability or observability, costs related to the product, the risk of uncertainty, credibility, community recognition, and the character of the product or innovation [4] . These factors influence the adoption of Islamic banking among Muslim consumers [5] .
Method
To classify the literature relating to religiosity and Islamic banking adoption, the researchers searched articles via Google Scholars and the ProQuest database. Various relevant key terms were used, such as Islam, Islamic, religion, religiosity, and adoption. The identified articles were restricted to peer-reviewed journals. Thirteen articles which discuss the role of religiosity in Islamic banking adoption were found and analyzed further.
Analysis
The Significant Influence of Religiosity in Islamic Banking Adoption
Based on the literature review, religiosity has a significant influence on the attitude toward Islamic banking [6] and Islamic banking adoption [7] - [10] . Despite the important role of religiosity in the adoption of Islamic banking, one study shows that Islamic compliance of the Islamic bank, or halalness, is the first criterion for choosing an Islamic bank, showing the high value customers put on religion [8] . Of note is that profitability is the second criterion for consumers in choosing an Islamic bank [8] . Religiosity has a great effect on the attitude toward Islamic banking and is moderated by age, gender, and income.
In-depth interview with 20 respondents and survey of 400 respondents
Religiosity has a significant influence on Islamic banking adoption.
Survey of 252 banking customers
Morocco [9] Religion, together with an awareness regarding financial teachings of Islam, awareness regarding Islamic bank products and services, advertising, and networking influence the perception of Islamic banks.
Survey of 150 Muslim respondents who are customers of different Islamic banks
Pakistan [10] Religiosity influences the consumer decision-making process in choice of Islamic banks.
Survey of 279 of bank depositors
Malaysia [8] Religious value is the most important factor in Islamic bank patronage.
Survey of 250 respondents from Malaysian public institutions
Malaysia [11] Religious factors and convenient location are the most important criteria for choosing an Islamic bank.
customers of full-pledge Islamic banks
Pakistan [12] Religious preferences are the most important criterias in selection between Islamic and conventional banks.
Survey of 246 consumers United Arab Emirates [13] Religious reasons are considerred along with bank reputation, the effectiveness of transactions, provision of privacy, and confidentiality.
Survey of 156 consumers from different cities in Pakistan
Pakistan [14] Religious motivation is the driver in selection of an Islamic bank.
Mixed method research. Survey of 500 customers and 10 semi-structured interviews Malaysia [15] Demographic variables such as age, income, gender, and education play a significant role in the relationship between religiosity and Islamic banking adoption [6] , [7] , [9] . In regard to age, the more mature the customer, the more religious the individual and the higher the probability of patronizing an Islamic bank [6] , [7] . For gender, males and females have different degrees of religiosity as fewer females are religious while males are equally distributed in the low, moderate, and high religious group, showing a more positive attitude toward Islamic banking, especially in the male and highly religious group [6] . Another interesting result shows that despite the significant influence of religiosity on Islamic banks, most Muslim consumers still patronize conventional banks [7] .
Insignificant Influence of religiosity in Islamic Banking Adoption
Despite the strong support for the role of religiosity in the adoption of Islamic banking, few scholars have documented this influence. Indeed, Muslim customers still place much higher importance on traditional criteria such as low service charge and service quality as the criteria upon which to choose a certain bank. 
Summary
The study shows mixed results regarding the influence of religiosity on Islamic banking adoption. However, based on the literature review, support is found for the positive influence of religiosity on the adoption of Islamic banking. Thus, the Islamic marketer can use religiosity as one basis for Islamic banking segmentation. However, it is worth noting that some Muslim customers still emphasize service quality, service charges, and other conventional criteria in choosing a bank. Future researchers should consider the differences in measurement used by previous researchers to evaluate religiosity and exercise caution in conducting research using religiosity as a variable and in drawing conclusions regarding religiosity.
